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Introduction: 

While many people use e-commerce and e-business interchangeably, they aren't the same, and the 

differences matter to businesses in today's economy. The "e" is short for "electronic" or "electronic 

network," and both words apply to business that utilizes electronic networks to conduct their commerce and 

other business activities. In the same way that all squares are rectangles, but not all rectangles are squares, 

all e-commerce companies are e-businesses, but not vice versa. 

 

Definition of e-commerce 

e-commerce is an abbreviation used for electronic commerce. It is the process through which the buying, 

selling, dealing, ordering and paying for the goods and services are done over the internet is known as e-

commerce. In this type of online commercial transaction, the seller can communicate with the buyer without 

having a face to face interaction. 

Some examples of real world application of e-commerce are online banking, online shopping, online ticket 

booking, social networking, etc. 

The basic requirement of e-commerce is a website. The marketing, advertising, selling and conducting 

transaction are done with the help of internet. Any monetary transaction, which is done with the help of 

electronic media is e-commerce. The following are the types of e-commerce: 

 B2B – The process where buying and selling of goods and services between businesses is known as 

Business to Business. Example: Oracle, Alibaba, Qualcomm, Indiamart etc. 

 B2C – The process whereby the goods are sold by the business to customer. Example: Intel, Dell etc. 

 C2C – The commercial transaction between customer to customer. Example: OLX, Quickr etc. 

 C2B – The commercial transaction between customer to the business. (hiring websites) 

 

Electronic commerce (e-commerce) is often thought simply to refer to buying and selling using the Internet; 

people immediately think of consumer retail purchases from companies such as Amazon.  

But e-commerce involves much more than electronically mediated financial transactions between 

organizations and customers. E-commerce should be considered as all electronically mediated transactions 

between an organization and any third party it deals with. By this definition, non-financial transactions such 

as customer requests for further information would also be considered to be part of e-commerce.  

Kalakota and Whinston (1997) refer to a range of different perspectives for e-commerce: 

1 A communications perspective – the delivery of information, products or services or payment by 

electronic means. 

2 A business process perspective – the application of technology towards the automation of business 

transactions and workflows. 

3 A service perspective – enabling cost cutting at the same time as increasing the speed and quality of 

service delivery. 

4 An online perspective – the buying and selling of products and information online. 

 

E-commerce is “any transaction completed over a computer-mediated network that involves the transfer of 

ownership or rights to use goods and services,” defines the U.S. Census Bureau.  

Introduction to e-business and e-commerce: 
 Introduction, What is the difference between e-commerce and e-business?, How significant are e-
commerce and e- business?, Business adoption of digital technologies for e-commerce and e-business, 
Introducing the B2B and B2C companies, Management responses to e-commerce and e-business. 



Transactions aren't required to have a price and include both sales and items like free downloads. E-

commerce includes transactions made on the internet, Intranet, Extranet, World Wide Web, by email and 

even by fax. 

 

 

The UK government also used a broad definition when explaining the scope of e-commerce to industry: 

E-commerce is the exchange of information across electronic networks, at any stage in the supply chain, 

whether within an organization, between businesses, between businesses and consumers, or between the 

public and private sector, whether paid or unpaid. 

(Cabinet Office, 1999) 

 

These definitions show that electronic commerce is not solely restricted to the actual buying and selling of 

products, but also includes pre-sale and post-sale activities across the supply chain. 

E-commerce is facilitated by a range of digital technologies that enable electronic communications. 

These technologies include Internet communications through web sites and e-mail as well as other digital 

media such as wireless or mobile and media for delivering digital television such as cable and satellite 

 

Treese and Stewart gave their view of Internet-commerce as follows: 

“… the use of the global Internet for purchase and sale of goods and services, including service and support 

after the sale. The Internet may be an efficient mechanism for advertising and distributing product 

information, but our focus is on enabling complete business transactions.” 

 

“… . Speaking broadly, electronic commerce includes the use of computing and communication 

technologies in financial business, online airline reservation, order processing, inventory management... 

Historically speaking, the best known idea in electronic commerce has been Electronic Data Interchange 

(EDI)… ” 

 

Although their view of e-commerce has been expanded to services and support after sale. 

 

Daniel Minoli and Emma Minoli gave their view of Internet-based commerce as follows: 

“… This revolution is known as electronic commerce, which is any purchasing or selling through an 

electronic communications medium. 

… . 

Internet-based commerce, in general, and Web-based commerce, in particular, are important sub-disciplines 

of electronic commerce.” 

“Electronic commerce is the symbiotic integration of communications, data management, and security 

capabilities to allow business applications within different organizations to automatically exchange 

information related to the sale of goods and services.” 
 

Different people use different terminology such as 'electronic trading' 'electronic procurement' 
'electronic purchasing' or 'electronic marketing'. From the above definition, we can conclude that 
electronic commerce is often used in a much broader sense, to mean essentially the same as 
'electronic business'. In other words e-commerce includes purchases of goods, services and other 
financial transactions in which the interactive process is mediated by information or digital 
technology at both locationally separate, ends of the interchange. Here 'transactions' include both 
specification of goods and service required and commitment to buy. E-commerce transaction model 
can be in terms of business to business (B2B), business to customer (B2C) or customer to customer 
(C2C). 
When evaluating the strategic impact of e-commerce on an organization, it is useful to identify 

opportunities for buy-side and sell-side e-commerce transactions 

Buy-side e-commerce refers to transactions to procure resources needed by an organization from its 

suppliers 

Sell-side e-commerce refers to transactions involved with selling products to an organization‟s customers.  

So e-commerce transactions between organizations can be considered from two perspectives: sell-side from 

the perspective of the selling organization and buy-side from the perspective of the buying organization. 

Different types of sell-side e-commerce 

As you review web sites, note how organizations have different parts of the site focusing on these functions 

of sales transactions, services, relationship-building, brand building and providing news and entertainment. 

The four main types of site are: 



1 Transactional e-commerce sites. These enable purchase of products online. The main business 

contribution of the site is through sale of these products. The sites also support the business by providing 

information for consumers that prefer to purchase products offline. These include retail sites, travel sites 

and online banking services. 

2 Services-oriented relationship-building web sites. Provide information to stimulate purchase and build 

relationships. Products are not typically available for purchase online. 

Information is provided through the web site and e-newsletters to inform purchase decisions. 

The main business contribution is through encouraging offline sales and generating enquiries or leads from 

potential customers. Such sites also add value to existing customers by providing them with detailed 

information to help support them in their lives at work or at home. 

3 Brand-building sites. Provide an experience to support the brand. Products are not typically available for 

online purchase. Their main focus is to support the brand by developing an online experience of the brand. 

They are typical for low-value, high-volume fast moving consumer goods (FMCG brands) for consumers. 

4 Portal, publisher ormedia sites. Provide information, news or entertainment about a range of topics. 

„Portal‟ refers to a gateway of information. This is information both on the site and through links to other 

sites. Portals have a diversity of options for generating revenue, including advertising, commission-based 

sales, sale of customer data (lists). Social networks can also be considered to be in this category since they 

are often advertising-supported. 

 
E-Business: 

Definition of e-business 

Electronic Business, shortly known as e-business, is the online presence of business. It can also be defined 

as the business which is done with the help of internet or electronic data interchange i.e. is known as E-

business. E-commerce is one of the important components of e-business, but it is not an essential part. 

e-business is not confined to buying and selling of goods only, but it includes other activities that also form 

part of business like providing services to the customers, communicating with employees, client or business 

partners can contact the company in case if they want to have a word with the company, or they have any 

issue regarding the services, etc. All the basic business operations are done using electronic media. There 

are two types  of e-business, which are: 

 Pure-Play: The business which is having an electronic existence only. 

 Brick and Click: The business model, in which the business exists both in online i.e. electronic and 

offline i.e. physical mode 

 

E-business is broader than e-commerce; including the transaction based e-commerce businesses and those 

who run traditionally but cater to online activities as well. An e-business can run any portion of its internal 

processes online, including inventory management, risk management, finance, human resources. For a 

business to be e-commerce and e-business, it must both sell products online and handle other company 

activities or additional sales offline. 

 



Given that Figure above depicts different types of e-commerce, what then is e-business? Let‟s start from 

the definition by IBM (www.ibm.com/e-business), which was one of the first suppliers to use the term in 

1997 to promote its services: 

e-business (e’biz’nis) – the transformation of key business processes through the use of Internet 

technologies. 

Today, IBM calls the e-business services it provides for its clients „on-demand‟ web services 

You will find that the term „e-business‟ is used in two main ways within organizations.  

The first is as a concept which can be applied to strategy and operations. For example, „our organization 

needs an improved e-business strategy (or e-business technology)‟.  

Secondly, „e-business‟ is used as an adjective to describe businesses that mainly operate online, i.e. they 

have no physical presence on the high streets and seek to minimize customer service and support through 

enabling „web self-service‟, i.e. customers serve themselves before, during and after sales. In the dot-com 

era e-businesses used to be known as „pure-plays‟. Amazon (www.amazon.com) and eBay are the world‟s 

two biggest e-businesses. 

In an international benchmarking study analysing the adoption of e-business in SMEs the Department of 

Trade and Industry emphasizes the application of technology (information and communications 

technologies (ICTs)) in the full range of business processes, but also emphasizes how it involves 

innovation. DTI (2000) describes e-business as follows: 

When a business has fully integrated information and communications technologies (ICTs) into its 

operations, potentially redesigning its business processes around ICT or completely reinventing its business 

model . . . e-business, is understood to be the integration of all these activities with the internal processes of 

a business through ICT. (DTI, 2000) 

 
Figure presents some alternative viewpoints of the relationship between e-business and e-commerce. In 

Figure (a) there is a relatively small overlap between e-commerce and e-business.  

From Figure we can reject Figure (a) since the overlap between buy-side and sell-side e-commerce is 

significant.  

Figure (b) seems to be more realistic, and indeed many commentators seem to consider e-business and e-

commerce to be synonymous. 

It can be argued, however, that Figure (c) is most realistic since e-commerce does  not refer to many of the 

transactions within a business, such as processing a purchasing order, that are part of e-business. 

 

So e-commerce can best be conceived of as a subset of e-business and this is the perspective we will use in 

this book. Since the interpretation in Figure (b) is equally valid, what is important within any given 

company is that managers involved with the implementation of e-commerce or e-business are agreed on the 

scope of what they are trying to achieve! 

Three primary processes are enhanced in e-business:  

1. Production processes, which include procurement, ordering and replenishment of stocks; 

processing of payments; electronic links with suppliers; and production control processes, among 

others; 



2. Customer-focused processes, which include promotional and marketing efforts, selling over 

the Internet, processing of customers‟ purchase orders and payments, and customer support, among 

others; and 

3. Internal management processes, which include employee services, training, internal 

information-sharing, video-conferencing, and recruiting. Electronic applications enhance 

information flow between production and sales forces to improve sales force productivity. 

Workgroup communications and electronic publishing of internal business information are 

likewise made more efficient.  
 

What is the difference between e-commerce and e-business? 

e-business vs e-commerce 
Internet has made business interactions multi-faceted. People can now do business such as buy things, 

transact, and carry out business functions over the internet. Consumers and business owners/managers 

nowadays can now get and do what they want without leaving the confines of their rooms as long as they 

are connected to the internet. 

The terms e-business and e-commerce are now often seen and used interchangeably. However, though 

related, they have different meanings. The “e” prefix means “electronic” which connotes any activity or 

transaction done without any physical exchanges or contact. The dealings are done electronically or 

digitally, a thing made possible with the leaps and bounds development of digital communications. 

E-commerce implies business transactions over the internet where the parties involve are either selling or 

buying. The transactions conducted in e-commerce basically involve the transfer or handing over ownership 

and rights to products or services. 

Technically, e-commerce is only a part of e-business because, by definition, e-business refers to all online 

business transactions including selling directly to consumers (e-commerce), dealing with manufacturers and 

suppliers, and conducting interactions with partners. Information exchange via centralized database is also 

done in e-commerce. Business functions are only limited to the companies‟ technological resources. 

E-commerce principally involves money exchanges in the transactions. In e-business, as it is broader, it is 

not limited to monetary transactions. All aspects in business are included like marketing, product design, 

supply management, etc.  

E-business is more about making great products, brainstorming and giving quality service, planning about 

product exposure and executing it. Well, of course, e-commerce is an integral part of the e-business process 

but in strict terms, it is the activity of selling and buying. 

 

Comparison Chart 

Basis for Comparison E-commerce E-business 

Meaning 
Trading of merchandise, over the internet 

is known as E-commerce. 

Running business using the internet 

is known as E-business. 

What is it? Subset Superset 

Is it limited to monetary 

transactions? 
Yes No 

What they carry out? Commercial transactions Business transactions 

Approach Extroverted Ambiverted 

Requires Website Website, CRM, ERP, etc. 

Which network is used? Internet Internet, Intranet and Extranet. 

Key Differences Between e-commerce and e-business 

The following are the major differences between e-commerce and e-business: 

1. Buying and Selling of goods and services through the internet is known as e-commerce. Unlike e-

business, which is an electronic presence of business, by which all the business activities are conducted 

through the internet. 

2. e-commerce is a major component of e-business. 

3. e-commerce includes transactions which are related to money, but e-business includes monetary as well 

as allied activities. 

4. e-commerce has an extroverted approach that covers customers, suppliers, distributors, etc. On the other 

hand, e-business has an ambivert approach that covers internal as well as external processes. 

5. e-commerce requires a website that can represent the business. Conversely, e-business requires a 

website, Customer Relationship Management and Enterprise Resource Planning for running the 

business over the internet. 



6. e-commerce uses the internet to connect with the rest of the world. In contrast to e-business, the 

internet, intranet and extranet are used for connecting with the parties . 

7. E-business is broader in scope and e-commerce is just an aspect or a subset of it. 

8. E-commerce only covers business transactions such as buying and selling of goods and services over 

the internet. 

9. E-commerce essentially involves monetary trade while in e-business, money transactions are not 

necessary. 

10. E-business involves marketing, product design, consumer service evaluation, and more. 

Conclusion 

e-commerce is the major part of e-business. It can also be said that e-commerce is e-business websites, but 

e-business is not necessarily e-commerce. The former is just the online presence of the conventional 

commerce and the same is the case with the latter. 

At present most of the companies are doing e-business just to capture the maximum part of the market. 

Some e-commerce websites have emerged since last few years who are vanishing the market traditional 

commercial business, like Flipkart, Amazon, eBay, etc. 

 

How significant are e-commerce and e- business 

“E-commerce has the potential to unleash enormous savings and business efficiencies, but the 
practicalities remain elusive. How will e-commerce change the global planning and purchasing of 
transport and logistics in the supply chain? Logistics has been described as the key enabler for e-
business – but how can individual logistics and transport companies ensure that they benefit from, 
rather than perish in, the e-commerce revolution?” 
Electronic Commerce (e-commerce) is electronic business. It‟s using the power of computers, the 

Internet and shared software to send and receive product specifications and drawings; bids, purchase 

orders and invoices; and any other type of data that needs to be communicated to customers, suppliers, 

employees or the public.  

E-commerce is the new, profitable way to conduct business which goes beyond the simple movement 

of information and expands electronic transactions from point-of-sale requirements, determination and 

production scheduling, right through to invoicing, payment and receipt. E-commerce uses key 

standards and technologies including Electronic Data Interchange (EDI), Technical Data Interchange 

(TDI), Hypertext Mark-up Language (HTML), Extensible Mark-up Language (XML), and the 

Standard for Exchange of Product model data (STEP). E-commerce is made possible through the 

expanded technologies of the Internet, the World Wide Web, and Value-Added Networks.  

Activities of E-commerce?  
a) Increasing the speed of service delivery.  

b) Use of computer networks to search and retrieve information in support of human and corporate 

decision –making.  

c) Buying and selling of information, products and services via computer network.  

d) Faster customer response and improve services quality.  

e) Advertising on the internet.  

f) Online electronic commerce payments i.e., electronic funds transfer.  

Some potential benefits of E-commerce.  
A. The most important feature s of E-commerce is  

1. The global nature of the technology.  

2. Low cost.  

3. Opportunity to reach hundreds of millions of people.  

4. Interactive nature.  

5. Variety of possibilities.  

6. Rapid growth of the supporting infrastructures.  

According to these features, E-commerce benefits are classified into 3 types.  

 Benefits to organization.  

 Benefits to consumers.  

 Benefits to society.  

Benefits to organization:-  
Following are the benefits of Ecommerce to organizations  

1. E-commerce expands the market place to national and international level.  

2. E-commerce decreases the cost of creating, processing, distributing, storing, and retrieving paper 

based information.  



3. Ability for creation highly specialized business.  

4. E-commerce reduces the time between the outlay of capital and the receipt of products and services.  

5. E-commerce initiates business processes reengineering projects.  

 

Benefits to consumers  
The following are the benefits of E-commerce to consumer  

1. E-commerce enables customer to shop or do \other transactions 24hrs a day, all year round from 

almost any location.  

2. E-commerce provides customers with more choices they can select from many vendors and from 

many products.  

3. In some cases, especially with digitized products E-commerce allows quick delivery.  

4. Customer can retrieve relevant and detailed information in seconds, rather than days or weeks .  

5. E-Commerce facilitates competition, which results in substantial discounts  

6. E-Commerce allows consumers to interact with other customers and exchange ideas as well as 

compare experiences.  

 

Benefits to the Society 
The following are the benefits of E-Commerce to society:  

1. E-Commerce enables more individuals to work at home and to do less travelling for shopping 

resulting in less traffic on the roads and lower air pollution.  

2. E-Commerce enables people in rural areas to enjoy products and services that are not available to 

them. This includes opportunities to learn professions and earn college degrees.  

3. E-Commerce facilitates delivery of public services such as health care education and distribution of 

Government social services at a reduced cost and or improved quality.  
 

Limitations of E-Commerce 

Electronic commerce is also characterized by some technological and inherent limitations 

which have restricted the number of people using this revolutionary system. One important 

disadvantage of e‐commerce is that the Internet has still not touched the lives of a great number of 

people, either due to lack of knowledge or trust. A large number of people do not use the Internet for 

any kind of financial transaction. 
Another limitation of e‐commerce is that it is not suitable for perishable commodities like food 

items. People prefer to ship in the conventional way than to use e‐commerce for purchasing food products. 

So e‐commerce is not suitable for such business sectors. The time period required for delivering physical 

products can also be quite significant in case of e‐commerce. A lot of phone calls and e‐mails may be 

required till you get your desired products. However returning a product and getting a refund can be more 

troublesome and time consuming than purchasing, in case if you are not satisfied with a particular product. 

Some of the other limitations are:‐ 

Credit card security is a serious issue if vulnerable 

Costs involved with bandwidth and other computer and server costs 

Extensive database and technical knowledge and experience required 

Customer apprehension about online Credit Card orders 

Constantly changing technology may leave slow business behind 

Some customers need instant gratification, and shipment times interrupt that 

Search utilities far surpasses the speed used to find products through catalogs 

Encourages competition between small and large online retailers 
There was much publicity of Internet and E-Commerce over the last few years. But this type of commerce 

is not free from defects. These again will be dealt with according to the three major stakeholders - 

organisations, consumer and society. 

 

Limitations or disadvantages of E-Commerce to Organisations 

1. Security: 

One of the important limitations of e-commerce is the lack of sufficient system security, reliability, 

standards and communication protocols. There are numerous reports of websites and databases being 

backed into, and security loop holes in software. For example, Microsoft has over the years issued many 

security notices for their software. Several banking and other business websites have experienced breaches 

in security where a technical oversight or a fault in its systems led to confidential client information 

becoming available to all. 

2. Pressure for innovation: 

Under pressure to innovate and develop business models to exploit the new opportunities may sometime 



leads to strategies harmful to the organisation. The ease with which business models can be copied and 

imitate over the Internet increase that pressure and restrict longer-term competitive advantage. 

3. Price wars: 

Facing increased competition from both national and international competitors often leads to price wars 

and subsequent occurrence of losses for the organisation. 

4. Problems with compatibility of older and new technology: 

There are problems where old business systems cannot communicate with web based and Internet 

infrastructures, leading to some organisations running almost two independent systems where data cannot 

be shared. This necessitates the form to invest in new systems which connect the different systems. In both 

cases this is both costly as well as difficult to the efficient running of organisations. 

 

Limitations of E-Commerce to Consumers 

1. Financial commitment: 

Computing equipment is needed for individuals to participate in the new „digital‟ economy, which means 

an initial capital cost to customers‟. 

2. Computer literacy: 

A basic technical knowledge is required of both computing equipment and navigation of the Internet and 

the World Wide Web. 

3. Cost of internet: 

Cost of access to the Internet, whether dial-up or broadband tariffs, is another important limitation. 

4. Cost of computing equipment: 

Not only the initial cost of buying equipment but additional investment to update technology regularly to 

be compatible with the changing requirement of the Internet, websites and applications is also a major 

limitation. 

5. Lack of security and privacy of personal data: 

There is no real control of data that is collected over the Web or Internet. Data protection laws are not 

universal and so websites hosted in different countries may or may not have laws which protect privacy of 

personal data. 

6. No personal contact: 

Physical contact and relationships are replaced by electronic processes. Customers are unable to touch and 

feel goods being sold on-line or gauge voices and reactions of human beings. A lack of trust exists because 

they are interacting with faceless computers. 

 

Limitations of E-Commerce to Society 
1. Breakdown in human interaction: 

As people become more used to interacting electronically there could be an erosion of personal and social 

skills which might eventually be harmful to the world we live in where people are more comfortable 

interacting with a screen than face to face. 

2. Social division: 

There is a potential danger that there will be an increase in the social divide between technical haves and 

have-nots - so people who do not have technical skills become unable to secure better-paid jobs and could 

form underclass with potentially dangerous implications for social stability. 

3. Wasted resources: 

As new technology outdates quickly, creates the problems to dispose of all the old computers, keyboards, 

monitors, speakers and other hardware or software. 

4. Facilitates Just-In-Time manufacturing: 

This could potentially damage an economy in time of crisis as stocks are kept to a minimum and delivery 

patterns are based on pre-set levels of stock which last for days rather than weeks. 

5. Difficulty in policing the Internet: 

This means that numerous crimes can be committed and they often go undetected. This is also a rise in the 

availability and access of obscene material and ease with others can entrap children in chat rooms. 
 

Impacts of E‐commerce 

The introduction of e‐commerce has impacted on the traditional means of online exchanges. It is creating a 

new market place and opportunities for the reorganization of economic processes, in a more efficient way. 

The open structure of the Internet and the low cost of using it permit the interconnection of new and 

existing information and communication technologies. It offers businesses and consumers an innovative 

and powerful information system and another form of communication. This changes the way they search 

and consumer products, with these products increasingly customized, distributed and exchanged 

differently. The advent of e‐ commerce has seen a dramatic impact on the traditional ways of doing 

business. It has brought producers and consumers closer together and eradicated many of the costs 

previously encountered. It is evident that the supply industry will benefit from e‐commerce which includes 

those producing computers, networking equipment and the software necessary. It is also evident that a 



negative impact will be targeted at direct substitutes, such as retail travel agencies, retailers of software and 

“bricks and mortar: music stores. However, these impacts will be small compared to the developments 

imaginable. 

 

Challenges of E‐commerce 

As far as e‐commerce is concerned it is still in an infancy stage in India. The environment exist 

today is not much suitable for the fast growth of e‐commerce. There are various problems and challenges, 

which should be resolved immediately to achieve a fast growth in this area. 

One of the important challenges faced by this sector is the lack of adequate infrastructure for IT 

technology and Internet. The penetration of personal computers in India is as low as 3.5 per thousand of 

population compared to over 6 per thousand in China and 500 per thousand in USA. 

Another important reason for not developing e‐commerce is the high tariff rate charged by Internet 

Service Providers [ISPs] Speed and connectivity is also poor. 

Another problem faced is that e‐commerce sites are one of the favorite targets of hackers. If you 

think that your site is not relevant enough to catch their attention, you are wrong, and this way of thinking 

will help you to prepare to face related risks. And the most serious drawback is the absence of effective 

cyber law at the moment. E‐commerce is governed by the UNCITRAI model code, but this is not binding 

on any country. It is expected that all WTO member countries will soon enact laws to govern e‐commerce. 

Towards this end, India has passed her Information Technology Act in May 2000.However, this Act simply 

considers the commercial and criminal side of law and fails to consider other multidimensional aspects of 

e‐commerce, 

Another cause for the slow growth of e‐commerce is the privacy and security issues. Measures like 

digital signatures, Digital certificates, and fire walls can be adopted to secure safety and protection over the 

message passed on internet. Payment related problems also continue to block the e‐commerce activities. 

Electronic cash, credit cards etc. are some of the popular payment method used for e‐commerce 

transactions. But unfortunately penetration of e‐cash and credit cards not only low, but Indian consumers 

are suspicious about the threat of fraud played by unscrupulous hackers. In order to minimize this problem 

experts suggest the use of digital certificate along with credit card to secure their payment activities. 
 
E-BUSINESS: 
Improve Responsiveness  
How does e-commerce help business? It helps by improving responsiveness to market conditions and 

customer preferences. Every business must know how important timing is to marketing and selling 

products. Timing is important to cater to the demands of customers.  

If distributors, dealers and sales force do not get the right information at the right time, there will be a 

financial crisis as well as losing valuable customers.  

E-commerce network enables a company to implement marketing programmes with greater precision 

such as :  

• Pre-empt competitiveness with a change in marketing tactics before they can react.  

• Improve responsiveness by revising price change and marketing programmes as and when 

required.  

Expedites and Streamlines Reporting  
It has been an experience in conventional commercial practices with factors like delays and 

ineffectiveness in reporting systems crippling effectiveness. Responsive, timely information flows 

from sound management systems. Electronic commerce improves delivery and distribution both within 

and outside organisations. The benefits are:  

• Stored lists of key recipients facilitate distribution.  

• Electronic delivery time.  

Coordinates Sales Efforts  
Some marketing studies reveal that most sales people spend nearly 75 per cent of their time on the 

roads, relying heavily on telephone calls for contact with their head officers 

 

SEVEN UNIQUE FEATURES OF E-BUSINESS 

Dimension of E-commerce Technology  Significance in Business  

Ubiquity  
Internet/Web technology is available every 

where: at work, at home, and elsewhere via 

mobile devices, anytime.  

The marketplace is extended beyond traditional boundaries 

and is removed from a temporal and geographic location. 

“Marketspace” is created; shopping can take place anywhere. 

Customer convenience is enhanced, and shopping costs are 

reduced. 



Global Reach  
The technology reaches across national 

boundaries, around the earth.  

Commerce is enabled across cultural and national boundaries 

seamlessly and without modification. “Marketspace” includes 

potentially billions of consumers and millions of businesses 

worldwide.  

Universal Standards  
There is one set of technology standards, 

namely internet standards.  

There is one set of technical media standards across the 

globe.  

Richness  
Video, audio, and text messages are 

possible.  

Video, audio, and text marketing messages are integrated into 

a single marketing message and consuming experience.  

Interactivity  
The technology works through interaction 

with the users.  

Consumers are engaged in a dialog that dynamically adjusts 

the experience to the individual, and makes the consumer a 

coparticipant in the process of delivering goods to the market.  

Information Density  
The technology reduces information costs 

and raises quality. 

Information processing, storage, and communication costs 

drop dramatically, while currency, accuracy, and timeliness 

improve greatly. Information becomes plentiful, cheap, and 

accurate. 

Personalization / Customization  
The technology allows personalized 

messages to be delivered to individuals as 

well as groups.  

Personalization of marketing messages and customization of 

products and services are based on individual characteristics.  

 

INTERDISCIPLINARY NATURE OF E-COMMERCE AND E-BUSINESS  
Electronic commerce, being a new field, is just developing its theoretical or scientific foundations. Ii is 

based on several disciplines. The major disciplines of E-Commerce with some samples of issues with 

which they are concerned follow:  

Marketing 

Many issues of marketing offline are relevant to online E-Commerce - for example, cost benefits of 

advel1isements and advertisement strategies. Other issues are unique to E-Commerce, ranging from 

online marketing strategy to interactive kiosks.  

Computer sciences  
Many of the issues in the infrastructure of E-commerce, such as languages, multimedia, and networks, 

fall into the discipline of computer sciences. Intelligent agents play a major role in E-Commerce as 

well.  

Consumer behavior and Psychology  
Consumer behavior is the key to the success of B2C trade, but so is the behavior of the sellers. The 

relationship between cultures and consumer attitude in electronic market is an example of a research 

issue in the field.  

Finance  
The financial markets and banks are one of the major participants in E-Commerce. Also, financing 

arrangements are part of many online transactions. Issues such as using the Internet as a substitute for a 

stock exchange and fraud in online stock transactions are a sample of the many topics of the filed.  

Economics  
Electronic commerce is influenced by economic forces and has a major impact on world and country 

economies. Also, theories of micro and macro-economics need to be considered in E-Commerce 

planning, as well as the economic impacts of E-Commerce on firms.  

Management Information Systems (MIS)  
The information systems department is usually responsible for the deployment of E-Commerce. This 

discipline covers issues ranging from systems analysis to system integration, not to mention planning, 

implementation, security, and payment systems, among others. 

Accounting and Auditing  
The back-office operations of electronic transactions are similar to other transactions in some respects, 

but different in others. For example, auditing electronic transactions presents a challenge for the 

accounting profession; so does the development of methodologies for .cost-benefit justification.  

Management  



Electronic commerce efforts need to be managed properly, and because of the interdisciplinary nature 

of E-Commerce, its management may require new approaches and theories.  

Business Law and Ethics  
Legal and ethical issues are extremely important in E-Commerce, especially in a global market. A large 

number of legislative bills are pending, and many ethical issues are interrelated with legal ones, such as 

privacy and intellectual property.  

Others  
Several other disciplines are involved in various aspects of E-Commerce to a lesser extent- for 

example, linguistics (translation in international trades), robotics and sensory systems, operations 

research / management science, statistics, and public policy and administration. Also, E-Commerce is 

of Interest to engineering, health care, communication, and entertainment publishing. 
 

 

Business adoption of digital technologies for e-commerce and e-business: 

The Driving Forces for E-Commerce and E-Business 

 

Economic Forces 
1. Strong competition: Now competitions the part of any business and companies are implementing new 

techniques every day to bear their competitors. E-Commerce is one of the tools of recent days, which is 

adopted by the companies. 

2. Global Economy: In Present Scenario world becomes a global village and there are standard patters in 

market for business, so every country must follow these norms. There is huge gap between the growth rate 

of developed and developing nation, so more and more developed nations are investing in every part of 

world. E-Commerce is the need of such a scenario. 

3. Extremely Low Labour Cost in Some Countries: Now this the common feature of business that 

companies are having manufacturing units in one are of the world and the same products is marketed in 

other part of the world. Definitely some medium is required to maintain it and e commerce is providing 

such medium. 

4. Frequent Changes in Market demands: As we discussed above that the age of techolnology so any change 

which takes place in part of the world, rapidly reflects every where so e-commerce it the tool which is 

necessary to sustain in present fast changing world. 

5. Increase Expectation of Consumers: The expectation of consumers about quality and services are very 

high, so it works like driving force for e-commerce. 

6. Awareness Among Consumers: Awareness Among Consumers: Now consumers are well aware. Internet, 

print media and electronic media keep update the consumers about new products and their rates. 

Political Forces 
1. Government Regulations: Every country have its own rules and regulations but now a days almost every 

country have well defined cyber laws which provides a right environment for the e commerce. 

2. Reductions in Government subsidies: Now world is very open, some countries provides lot of rebate in 

tax and in other forms to do business. But some other countries reducing the soaps for business. E-

commerce provides the opportunity to take these challenges. 

3. Rapid Political Changes: Whenever government changes n any country there are some changes in 

guidelines and polices towards the business. It is also work as driving force for the e-commerce. 

Technological Forces 
Rapid Technological Changes: Technology is the factor, which provides e-commerce an opportunity to 

become and perfect solution for business. 

New Technologies: New and secure technology available in the market, which provides an easy, cheap and 

secure platform for the e-commerce. 



Information Overload: By using e-commerce we can easily efficiently manage information about the 

product and other business related things. This is a cheap and secure medium for managing important 

information. 

Digital Convergence: The digital revolution has made it possible for digital devices to communicate with 

one another. The Internet's massive growth during the past decades- a creation of market forces- will 

continue. Steady increase in computer power and decreasing cost made navigation on the internet. 

Social Forces 

Incorporating the level and advancement in IT education and training which will enable both potential 

buyers and the workforce to understand and use the technology. Rising standards of living and a 

burgeoning,upwardly mobile middle class with high disposable incomes,Busy lifestyles,urban traffic 

congestion and lack of time for offline shopping have given boost to e-commerce. Evolution of  websites 

such as Flipkart, Snapdeal, ebay etc. has become a  market place where seller register with them and pays 

commission on every sale. 

Technological Requirements:    

Achieving  Real  ‐ Time  Flexibility:  In  theory,  digital  things  are  easier  to  change  than  physical  thin

gs.  It  is  faster  to  edit  a  memo  using  a  word  processor  than  a  typewriter  (and  you  don‟t  get  ink  o

n  your  fingers).    

 But  when  programming  is  required  to  change  content  or  access  policies,  maintaining  a  complex

  Web  site  can  range  from  onerous  to  impossible.  Market  factors  change  in  real  time,  and  so  m

ust  the  logic  and  content  of  an  e‐Business  site.   

 To  achieve  this  vision,  the  next  generation  of  e‐Business  systems  must  provide  a  framework  fo

r  automated  information  exchange  between  all  the  stakeholders  in  a  business.    

 

 These  new  frameworks  are  designed  for  flexibility  so  companies  can  change  content  and  busine

ss  logic  in  real‐time  to  meet  changing  business  needs  and  market  conditions.    

 This  adaptability  comes  from  a  set  of  core  services,  common  to  all  applications,  which  enable  

rapid  deployment  of  new  applications  and  new  information  and  which  work  together  to  create  

a  compelling,  unified  e‐Business  environment.    

 An  e‐Business  framework  must  include  packaged,  ready‐to‐deploy  services  for:    

 

An  Architecture  For  e‐Business  ‐ As  e‐Business  moves  beyond  simple  transactions  to  encompass  a

ll  the  complex  processes  through  which  a  company  provides  value,  information  systems  must  orche

strate  the  function  of  enterprise  applications  and  information  resources  for  total  information  fow.  A

nd  they  must  empower  business  people  with  the  tools  to  manage  content  publishing,  delivery,  and  

access,  so  that  business  results  don‟t  depend  on  the  IT  department‟s  programming  backlog.    

 

Three  ‐ Tier  Object  ‐ Centered  Design  ‐ To  achieve  true,  real‐time  e‐Commerce,  next‐generation  e‐
Business  systems  must  be  built  around  a  3‐tier  application  paradigm  with  a  clear  abstraction  and  tr

ue  separation  of  user  interface  presentation,  business  logic,  and  content.  Separation  and  abstraction  

of  these  layers  is  achieved  through  the  use  of  business  objects,  particularly  in  the  middle  layer.     

 

 When  separating  presentation,  application,  and  Data  Logic  three  things  must  be  considered:    

User  Interface  ‐ The  user  interface  must  support  a  variety  of  interface  mechanisms,  including  Web 

 browsers  for  users,  business  managers,  designers  and  desktop  applications  for  developers.   

Business  Logic  ‐ The  middle  tier  must  not  only  implement  and  execute  business  logic,  it  must  also

  provide  the  framework  of  services  that  enable  e‐Business,  including  security  services, 

transaction  services,  and  caching,  pooling,  and  other  load  balancing  services  to  improve  overall  syst

em  performance.   

Content  ‐ The  content  layer  includes  corporate  databases,  document  stores  and  other  knowledge  rep

ositories    



 
All  Objects  Are  Not  Created  Equal  ‐ The  overall  architecture  of  an  e‐Business  system  is  importa

nt,  but  proper  abstractions  achieved  through  object  technology  are  the  foundation  of  a  flexible  e‐Bu

siness  system.  Correct  separation  of  presentation,  business  logic,  security  functions,  and  content  dete

rmines  the  flexibility  of  the  system  and  the  pace  and  effectiveness  of  e‐Business  processes.  To  deli

ver  truly  dynamic,  real‐time  communication,  these  relationships  must  be  established  on  a  per‐transac

tion  basis,  as  each  page  is  assembled  for  delivery  to  a  user  e‐Business  processes  lend  themselves  t

o  this  kind  of  abstraction.     

Bringing  Order  To  Content  Management  ‐ As  companies  move  more  of  their  business  processes  

onto  the  Web  in  search  of  greater  sales  or  efficiency,  Web  sites  are  growing  in  size  and  complexit

y.  Static  Web  sites  often  consist  of  hundreds  or  even  thousands  of  Web  pages,  and  tens  of  thousa

nds  of  lines  of  code.  Multi‐media  sites  are  becoming  the  standard,  with  everything  from  sophisticat

ed  graphics  and  animation  to  audio  and  video.  Enterprise  Web  sites  must  integrate  multiple  applica

tions  from  the  back‐office  to  the  supply  and  sales  chain,  while  maintaining  security  and  the  integrit

y  of  business  information.  As  sites  become  larger  and  more  complex,  traditional  Web  publishing  sy

stems,  with  their  hard‐coded  Web  page  content,  become  unmanageable.  Content  creators  swamp  pro

grammers  with  requests  for  new  Web  pages,  the  approval  process  bogs  down,  and  users  no  longer 

 have  access  to  current  content.     

Dynamic  Web  Environment  ‐ The  graphical  layouts  used  in  next‐generation  e‐Business  systems  are

  more  “intelligent”  and  manageable  than  the  templates  used  in  traditional  Web  publishing.  While  b

oth  control  placement  of  graphic  elements,  style,  etc.,  templates  access  content  through  business  log

ic  hard‐coded  into  the  body  of  the  page.  Pages  with  different  content,  however  similar,  require  diff

erent  source  files.   

Layouts,  on  the  other  hand,  are  a  next‐generation  approach  that  does  not  embed  business  logic  in  

the  presentation  objects.  A  layout  controls  only  style  and  placement  of  elements  on  the  page.  The  

logic  that  determines  content  is  separate  from  the  layout,  and  can  be  changed  and  maintained  inde

pendently.   

Content  Management  Tools  ‐ Content  Management  tools  must  enable  content  to  grow  and  change 

 at  Web  speed.    

Team  Content  Development  ‐ Publishing  content  to  the  Web  and  extending  the  functionality  of  a  

site  takes  a  whole  team:  developers  to  build  site  structure  and  implement  business  rules,  designers  

to  create  page  layouts  and  define  a  consistent  look  and  feel,  and  business  managers  to  define  busi

ness  rules  and  contribute  content.    

Collaboration  Across  The  Extended  Enterprise  ‐ Publishing  and  managing  Web  content  typically  

involves  an  approval  process  and  some  administrative  work.    

Centralized  Rules  ‐ Based  Content  Management:  Anyone  should  be  able  to  manage  site  content  

simply  by  defining  a  few  document  characteristics  when  a  document  is  published.  With  characterist

ics  such  as  a  document‟s  type  (for  example,  “data  sheet”),  format,  and  activation/expiration  dates  i

n  place,  links  to  the  document  can  be  automatically  populated  throughout  the  site,  and  document  v

isibility  and  “document  migration”  can  be  automated.     

Customized  Content  Delivery    

Pervasive  Personalization    



Knowledge‐Based  Personalization  ‐ Effective  personalization  depends  on  the  ability  to  customize  a 

 user‟s  experience  based  on  a  rich,  centrally  stored  user  profile:  in  essence,  a  knowledge  base  that  

consists  of  user  information  and  expertise  on  how  to  apply  that  information.  This  kind  of  knowled

ge  base  cannot  be  bolted  onto  a  brochure  ware  Web  site.  The  ability  to  gather  and  apply  user‐rela

ted  knowledge  must  be  integrated  into  the  e‐Business  system  from  day  one,  so  that  information  ca

n  be  contributed,  shared,  and  leveraged  by  all  the  applications  in  the  system.    

User  profiles  are  the  crown  jewels  of  an  e‐Business  strategy.  The  quality  of  profiles  determines  th

e  degree  to  which  the  user  experience  can  be  personalized.  Profiles  can  and  should  be  built  throug

h  both  explicit  and  implicit  mechanisms.    

Inclusive  Security     

Scalability  To  Compete  ‐ As  more  and  more  processes  are  adapted  to  e‐Business,  a  Web  site  may

  grow  to  support  thousands  of  users,  millions  of  documents  and  millions  of  transactions  each  day.  

An  e‐Business  system  must  have  the  power  to  perform  fast  and  reliably,  as  a  business  grows,  whil

e  delivering  the  dynamic,  personalized  content  necessary  to  achieve  business  goals.    

Enterprise  Integration  and  Transaction  Monitors  ‐ Any  business  process  can  be  “Web‐ified”  with

  a  CGI  interface  or  a  few  server  pages.  But  isolated,  e‐Business  is  about  providing  new  value  by  

doing  business  in  a  fundamentally  new  way.  Integration  is  the  goal  and  the  heart  of  e‐Business:  in

tegrating  and  exposing  applications  and  content  in  a  personalized  way  to  speed,  scale  and  improve  

business  processes  and  to  engage,  involve,  and  build  lasting  relationships  with  customers  and  busin

ess  partners.    

Transaction  management  guarantees  that  users  have  a  consistent  view  of  business  information.  For

  example,  the  e‐Business  system  should  prevent  the  customer  from  completing  an  order  based  on  o

ne  price,  then  being  charged  based  on  the  new  price.  Transaction  management  also  prevents  inaccu

rate  results  based  on  system  failures  (e.g.,  the  system  goes  down  and  loses  an  order  but  continues  

to  process  the  billing  using  already‐transmitted  credit  card  information).  Robust  system  logs  can  hel

p  coordinate  updates  across  multiple  data  sources  from  multiple  vendors  or  roll  back  changes  in  ca

seof  system  failure. 

Delegated  System  Management  ‐ e‐Business  systems  are  distributed  by  their  very  nature,  coordinati

ng  information  sharing  among  applications,  business  functions  and  departments,  and  partners  up  and

  down  the  supply  chain.  Bringing  business  processes  to  the  Web  increases  the  complexity  of  the  e

‐Business  site,  and  growing  and  changing  numbers  of  users  and  applications  increase  the  complexit

y  of  managing  a  site.  No  centralized  IT  department  could  effectively  maintain  current  accounts  or  

access  privileges  for  all  users,  inside  and  outside  the  company.  Most  Web  sites  today  are  not  soph

isticated  enough  to  reach  this  roadblock,  but  as  businesses  open  and  extend  their  processes  via  the 

 Web,  system  manageability  will  become  an  increasingly  serious  issue.    

Time  to  Market  –

Time  to  market  must  be  minimal  as  delays  may  result  in  losing  the  benefit  of  e‐Business  integrati

on.    

 

Impacts  of  eBusiness   
Improved  operational  efficiency  and  productivity:  by  eliminating  operational  waste  and  automatio

n  of  inefficient  business  practices,  organizations  can  realize  productivity  gains   

Reduction  in  operating  costs  and  costs  of  goods  and  services:  by  connecting  directly  with  suppli

ers  and  distributors,  organizations  can  realize  more  efficient  processes  that  result  in  reduced  units  o

f  cost  for  products  or  services  and  lower  pries  to  customers  while  achieving  economies  of  scale.   

Improved  competitive  position:  global  reach,  rapid  growth,  efficient  reduction  of  product  time  to  

market  and  optimization  of  product  distribution  channels  all  contribute  to  superior  cometitive  positio

n.   

Penetration  into  new  markets  through  new  channels:  with  e‐Business  location  is  of  no  conseque

nce  when  it  comes  to  reaching  customers.   

Improved  communication,  information  and  knowledge  sharing:  alignment  of  key  supply  chain  p

artners  with  an  organization‟s  internal  strategies  helps  exploit  their  expertise  and  knowledge,  hence  

creating  opportunity  to  secure  long‐term  business  by  embedding  their  process  and  procedures  in  tho

se  of  their  customers‟  supply  chains.   

Harmonization  and  standardization  of  process   

Improved  internal  information  access   

Improved  relationships  with  suppliers  and  improved  customer  service   
 

Inhibitors of  e‐Business   



 

• Management/Strategy  issues    

 e‐business  strategy   

 Organizational  changes  required  by  e‐business   

 Management  attitudes  and  organizational  inflexibility   

• Cost/financing  issues   

 Costs  of  implementation   

 Calculating  the  Return  on  Investment  (ROI)   

• Security and Trust Issues   

• Legal Issues    

Few  companies  are  familiar  with  the  rules  and  regulations  that  apply  to  an  online  environment  this

  leads  to  Uncertainty.   

• Technological Concerns   

 Integration  Issues   

• Arguments  against  Investment   

 Uncertainty  &  Fear   

 

Introducing the B2B and B2C companies:  
Business models of e-commerce: There are mainly 4 types of business models based on transaction party.  

 

Business to Consumers E-commerce (B2C)  
In a Business-to-Consumer E-commerce environment, companies sell their online goods to consumers who 

are the end users of their products or services. Usually, B2C E-commerce web shops have an open access 

for any visitor, meaning that there is no need for a person to login in order to make any product related 

inquiry. 

 
It is for the customers to buy stores from the web. The problem to be recognized in this is to secure 

payment, using encryption, transaction integrity, quick response, time and reliability.  

B2C e-commerce involves selling of goods and services to consumers or end users. It allows them to 

browse the product catalogue, select products or services and complete the order online.  

In a B2C transaction, the interaction is between a consumer and the preferred business. For example, the 

most popular site is amazon.com, which is the first online bookseller which has proved a potential 

competitor to the traditional bricks and mortar booksellers such as Barrens and Noble.  

In this category of e-commerce, businesses use the internet to offer to consumers sales and services around 

the world 24 hours a day, seven days a week and 365 days a year, The sites Amazon, Rediff and Uphar are 

among those belonging to this category. These websites are meant for selling goods directly to consumers 

through the internet. The two-way accessibility of the internet enables operating companies to directly 

ascertain customer preference and buying trends. Businesses are using these consumer insights to formulate 

marketing strategies and offer to the customers what they want and when they want. E-business in this 

mode significantly reduces the costs associated with intermediaries, service centres and mass marketing 

campaigns. Since e-commerce makes just in time delivery possible, the supplier does not have to store the 

goods. He can procure them from the suppliers as and when he gets the order from the buyer through the 

internet.  

B2C is the most popular form of e-commerce, wherein the individuals are directly involved in B2C e-

commerce, and businesses use the internet for offering their products or services 24 hours a day through 

global access. The sites Amazon.com and Rediff are among these. These websites spell goods directly to 

consumers over the Internet. The two way accessibility feature of the internet enables operating companies 

to ascertain consumer preferences and buying trends directly 
 



Business – to Consumer [B2C] e‐commerce provides many benefits to the business. Some of them are:‐ 
• Lower Marketing costs 

• Lower order processing cost 

• Better customer service 

• Lower customer support cost 

• Wider markets 

 
Business to Business E-commerce (B2B)  
In a Business-to-Business E-commerce environment, companies sell their online goods to other companies 

without being engaged in sales to consumers. In most B2B E-commerce environments entering the web 

shop will require a log in. B2B web shop usually contains customer-specific pricing, customer-specific 

assortments and customer-specific discounts.  

 
E-business is the process of conducting business on the Internet. Its scope includes not only buying and 

selling but also services, fulfilling the needs of customers and collaborating with business partners.  

Business to business e-commerce is smart business. The opportunity for business to business e-commerce is 

even greater.  

A wholesaler may sell products to the retailer. There are advanced e-commerce software which support 

multi-tier pricing. This helps to set up online stores to offer preferred pricing to some vendors and shared 

price to others.  

This includes internet-enabled initiatives of an enterprise to form commercial linkages with another 

enterprise, dealer, warehouse or manufacturer. In this form of e-commerce, e paperwork and time-to-market 

get vastly reduced. Throughout the world, this e-commerce mode is the biggest.  

In a B2B transaction, the interaction is between businesses. For example, a website that is catching for the 

steel industry might have facility for buyers and sellers to list their requirements and post their products. It 

helps them in quickly closing the transactions and the buyer can get quality, material and can choose from 

different suppliers. 

B2B commerce is a growing business in the e-commerce arena- with the increasing use of the internet, 

more and more business are realizing the commercial advantage of giving business clients a streamlined and 

easy manner to order products or service online. It facilitates access to the ordering process to only those 

with whom a concern has a commercial relationship.  

Business to Business e-commerce provides small and medium enterprises (SMES) with an excellent 

opportunity to access new markets, improve customer service and reduce costs. And while hurdles exist, 

they should be viewed more as speed breakers rather than road barriers. As a medium of information 

storage and dissemination, the internet has and is emerging a clear winner. Its rate of penetration has far 

outpaced the growth of other popular media such as newspaper, radio and television.  

B2B transactions are however relatively high value in nature and organisations are slow to change their 

traditional systems for the supply chain management. The reasons for the growth in B2B e-commerce are 

many. In an increasing competitive scenario, e-commerce offers highly attractive cost saving options. The 

shift to this process is often driven by the needs of buyers.  

Innovative methods of enhancing B2B and B2C levels of e-commerce include:  

• CD-ROM catalogues that are linked to the user's online catalogue, enabling him to browse offline and 

order online.  

• Kiosks placed at physical store locations or in shopping malls to introduce users to the easy online 

ordering options.  

• Extranets to link businesses together that conduct regular business to .business transactions and  

Affiliate programmes to drive business to your commerce site from other content related sites.  



B2B e-commerce is expected to be the largest mode of transacting e-business and is a global phenomenon. 

It involves taking internet enabled initiatives to form commercial links with other enterprises, dealers or 

manufacturers. In this form of e-commerce, a business firm places orders for supplies with another business 

firms directly over the Internet. Paperwork and time required for processing the order and delivery of the 

goods are thus reduced to a great extent.  

 
 

Some B2B applications are the following:‐ 
1. Supplier Management 

Electronic applications in this area helps to speed up business partnerships through the reduction of purchase 

order processing costs and cycle times, and by maximizing the number of purchase order processing with fewer 

people. 

2. Inventory Management 

Electronic applications make the order‐ship bill cycle shorter. Businesses can easily keep track of their 

documents to make sure that they were received. Such a system improves auditing capabilities, and helps reduce 

inventory levels, improve inventory turns, and eliminate out‐ of‐ stock occurrences. 

3. Distribution Management 

Electronic based applications make the transmission of shipping documents much easier and faster. 

Shipping documents include bill of lading, purchase orders, advance ship notices, and manifest claims. 

E‐commerce also enables more efficient resource management by certifying that documents contain more 

accurate data. 

4. Channel Management 

E‐commerce allows for speedier distribution of information regarding changes in operational conditions to 

trading partners. Technical, product and pricing information can be posted with much ease on electronic bulletin 

boards. 

5. Payment Management 

An electronic payment system allows for a more efficient payment management system by minimizing clerical 

errors, increasing the speed of computing invoices, and reducing transaction fees and costs. 

 

Many organizations are implementing electronic commerce in numerous ways and receiving tangible benefits 

but as electronic commerce matures and develops, these ways are likely to change based on the accelerating 

adoption rate. There are three specific implementation models of B2B E‐commerce:‐ 
• Transaction based‐ a single company establishes a common transactional method for conducting business with 

its major customers or key suppliers. This offering is common across all business units within the company and 

includes common tools, techniques, and infrastructure. 

• Process based‐ Two companies establish a common business process to conduct business efficiently between 

the two firms. The two firms establish and share this common practice jointly, both within their firm and outside 

their organization with this predetermined trading partner. 

• Strategic relationship based – Two or more companies establishing a strategic relationship partnership based on 

all major interactions between the organizations. This includes transactions, processes, and any other 

collaboration between the organizations. From a technology perspective this includes linking the CRM, ERP and 

SCM systems of the two organizations. This way each organization can actually monitor sales activity, 

production schedules, inventory management, and technical service exchanges. 

 

Consumer-to-Business (C2B)  
In a Consumer-to-Business E-commerce environment, consumers usually post their products or services 

online on which companies can post their bids. A consumer reviews the bids and selects the company that 

meets his price expectations. 

 
Consumer-to-Consumer (C2C)  



In a Consumer-to-Consumer E-commerce environment consumers sell their online goods to other 

consumers. A well-known example is eBay.  

 

 
 

 

Management responses to e-commerce and e-business: 

Key Management Strategies: 
Strategy  The contribution of e-business and   • Gaining appropriate budgets and 

e-commerce in influencing and supporting  demonstrating/delivering value and ROI 

organizations‟ strategy    (return on investment) from budgets. Annual 

planning approach 

• Techniques for using e-commerce to impact 

organization strategy 

• Techniques for aligning e-commerce 

strategy with organizational and marketing 

strategy 

Structure  The modification of organizational structure  • Integration of e-commerce/IT team with 

to support e-business    other management, marketing (corporate 

communications, brand marketing, direct 

marketing) and operations staff 

• Use of cross-functional teams and steering 

groups 

• Insourcing vs outsourcing 

Systems  The development of specific processes,  • Managing/sharing customer and supply 

procedures or information systems to    chain information 

support e-business    • Integration of the web into marketing 

campaign planning 

• Managing content quality for different 

audiences 

• Unified reporting of e-commerce 

effectiveness 

• In-house vs external best-of-breed vs 

external integrated technology solutions 

Staff   The breakdown of staff in terms of their  • Insourcing vs outsourcing 

background, age and sex and characteristics  • Achieving senior management 

such as IT vs marketing, use of contractors/  buy-in/involvement with digital marketing 

consultants     • Staff recruitment and retention 

• Virtual working 

• Staff development and training 

Style   Includes both the way in which key managers • Relates to role of the e-business team in 

behave in achieving the organization‟s goals     influencing strategy – is it dynamic and 

and the cultural style of the organization as      influential or conservative and looking for 

a whole        a voice? 

Skills   Distinctive capabilities of key staff, but can  • Staff skills in specific areas: supplier 

be interpreted as specific skill-sets of team    selection, project management, content 

members       management, specific e-marketing 

  approaches (search engine marketing, 

  affiliate marketing, e-mail marketing, online 

  advertising) and supply chain management 

Superordinate goals The guiding concepts of the organization  • Improving the perception of the importance 

which are also part of shared values   and and effectiveness of the digital marketing 



culture. The internal and external perception   team amongst senior managers and staff it 

of these goals may vary       works with (marketing generalists and IT) 
 
Applications:  
 

E-Commerce and the retail Industry 

1. Conditions are changing in the “new economy” with respect to the retail industry 

2. Consumers are demanding lower prices, better quality, a large selection of in-season 

goods. 

3. Retailers are filling their order by slashing back-office costs, reducing profit margins, 

reducing cycle times. buying more wisely and making huge investments in technology 

4. Retailers are in the immediate line of fire and were first to bear the brunt of cost cutting 

Marketing and E-Commerce 

1. E-commerce is forcing companies to rethink the existing ways of doing target marketing 

and even event marketing. 

2. Interactive marketing is in electronic markets via interactive multimedia catalogs 

3. Users find moving images more appealing than still image and listening more appealing 

than reading text on a screen 

4. Consumer information services are a new type of catalog business 

Inventory Management and Organizational Applications 

1. With borders opening up and companies facing stiff global competition 

2. Adaptation would include moving to computerized, “paperless” operations to reduce 

3. Once targeted business process is inventory management, solutions for these processes go 

by different names 

4. In manufacturing industry they‟re known as just-in-time inventory systems, in the retail 

as quick response programs, and in transportation industry as consignment tracking 

systems 

Just-in-Time (JIT) Manufacturing 

1. It is viewed as an integrated management system consisting of a number of different 

management practices dependent on the characteristics of specific plants 

2. The first principle is elimination of all waste (time,materials,labour & equipment) 

3. The following management practices are focused factory, reduced set-up times, group 

technology, total productive maintenance, multifunction employees, uniform workloads, 

IT purchasing,kanban total quality control & quality circles 

Quick Response Retailing (QR) 

1. It is a version of JIT purchasing tailored for retailing 

2. To reduce the risk of being of out of stock, retailers are implementing QR systems 

3. It provides for a flexible response to product ordering and lowers costly inventory levels 

4. QR retailing focuses on market responsiveness while maintaining low levels of stocks 

5. It creates a closed loop consisting of retailer, vendor, & consumer chain,& as consumers 

make purchases the vendor orders new deliveries from the retailer through its computer 

network 

 
 

Supply Chain Management 



Supply  Chain  Management  (SCM)   
Supply  chain  (definition)  is  a  network  of  facilities  and  distribution  options  that  perform  the  functio
ns  of  procurement  of  materials,  transformation  of  these  materials  into  intermediate  and  finished  p
roducts,  and  distribution  of  these  finished  products  to  customers.  SCM  deals  with  the  planning  and
  execution  issues  involved  in  managing  a  supply  chain.   

 
 
Supply  chain  has  3  main  parts   
 Supply  side:  concentrates  on  how,  where  from,  and  when  raw  materials  are  procured  and  
supplied  to  manufacturing.   
 Manufacturing  side:  converts  raw  materials  to  finished  products.   
Distribution  side:  ensures  that  finished  products  reach  the  final  customers  through  a  network  of  di
stributors,  warehouses  and  retailers 
1. QR and JIT address only part of the overall picture 

2. Supply Chain Management (SCM) is also called “extending”, which means integrating 

the internal and external partners on the supply and process chains to get raw materials to 

the manufacturer and finished products to the consumer 

3. It includes following functions 

Supplier management: The goal is to reduce the number of suppliers and get them to 

Partners 

Inventory management: The goal is to shorten the order-ship-bill cycle. When a majority 

of partners are electronically linked, information faxed or mailed 

Distribution management: The goal is to move documents (accurate data) related to 

shipping 

Channel management: The goal is to quickly disseminate information about changing 

operational conditions ( technical, product, and pricing information) to trading partners 

Payment management: The goal is to link company and the suppliers and distributors so 

that payments can be sent and received electronically 

Financial management: The goal is to enable global companies to manage their money in 

various foreign exchange accounts 

Sales force productivity: The goal is to improve the communication flow of information 

among the sales, customer & production functions 

In sum, the supply chain management process increasingly depends on electronic markets 

 

Work group Collaboration Applications: 

1. A internetwork that enables easy and inexpensive connection of various organizational 

segments 

2. It is to improve communications and information sharing and to gather and analyze 

competitive data in real-time 

3. Videoconferencing, document sharing and multimedia e-mail, are expected to reduce 

travel and encourage telecommuting 

4. Improves the distribution channel for documents and records to suppliers, collaborators 

and distributors 

Customer  relationship  management  (CRM  )   
CRM  systems  are  “front‐office”  systems  which  help  the  enterprise  deal  directly  with  its  customers.  
CRM  (definition)  is  the  process  of  creating  relationships  with  customers  through  reliable  service  aut



omated  processes,  personal  information  gathering,  processing  and  self‐service  through  the  enterpris
e  in  order  to  create  value  for  customers.    
 

 
There  are  3  categories  of  user  applications  under  CRMs:   
Customer‐facing  applications:  Applications  which  enable  customers  to  order  products  and  services   
Sales‐force  facing  applications:  Applications  that  automate  some  of  the  sales  and  sales‐force  mana
gement  functions,  and  support  dispatch  and  logistic  functions.   
Management‐facing  applications:  Applications  which  gather  data  from  previous  apps  and  provide  
management  reports  and  compute  Return  on  relationships(RoR)  as  per  company’s  business  model   
 
Enterprise  Resource  Planning  (ERP)   
ERPs  are  often  called  “back‐office”  systems.  ERP  systems  are  management  information  systems  tha
t  integrate  and  automate  many  of  the  business  practices  associated  with  opertions  or  production  a
spects  of  a  company.  ERP  software  can  aid  in  control  of  many  business  activities  such  as  sales,  de
livery,  production,  billing,  production,  inventory,  shipping,  invoicing  and  accounting.   
A  typical  ERP  system  is  designed  around  these  4  primary  business  procedures:  ‐  
Production:  manufacturing,  resource  planning  and  execution  process   
Buying  a  product:  procurement  process   
Sales  of  a  product  and  services:  customer  order  management  process   
Costing,  paying  bills,  and  collecting:  financial/management  accounting  and  reporting  process.   

 
 .   
 
Knowledge  Management   
This  relates  to  the  identification  and  analysis  of  available  and  required  knowledge  assets  and  relat
ed  processes.  Knowledge  assets  encompass  two  things  Information  and  Experience.  Knowledge  asse
ts  comprise  of  all  knowledge  that  a  business  has  or  needs  to  have  in  order  to  generate  profits  an
d  add  value.   
Knowledge  management  includes  the  subsequent  planning  and  control  of  actions  to  develop  both  t
he  knowledge  assets  and  the  proceses  to  fulfill  organizational  objectives.  Knowledge  is  a  strong  de
nominator  of  a  business  model  and  determines  business  competencies  especially  when  unique  to  t
he  businss  and  so  must  be  kept  in‐house.   



E-Procurements: 

E-Markets   

E‐Market  is  an  electronic  meeting  place  for  multiple  buyers  and  sellers  providing  many  participants 

 with  a  unified  view  of  sets  o  goods  and  services,  enabling  them  to  transact  using  many  different  

mechanisms.  An  e‐Market  uses  Internet  technology  to  connect  multiple  buyers  and  suppliers 


